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Recommended Overview

Committee on Maximizing the Potential of Women in Academic Science and Engineering (2007). Beyond Bias and Barriers: Fulfilling the potential of women in academic science and engineering. Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public Policy. www.nationalacademies.org/cosepup

Gender Schema


Accumulation of Advantage


Stereotype Threat


Implicit Bias Theory


Glass Ceiling


Mommy Track


**Occupational Segregation**


**Climate Study**


**Value of Diversity in Education**


Massachusetts Institute of Technology et al. (2003). *Brief of amici curiae in support of the respondents, No. 02-241, 02-516.* http://www.vpcomm.umich.edu/admissions/legal/gru_amicus-ussc/um/MITfinal-both.doc


**Story of Progress**
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